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Just a quick note to say thank you for organising such a wonderful trip to Augusta for our group 
of 12. This was my third time attending the US Masters in the last 6 years and second trip with 
Elite Sporting Tours and since attending with you guys our group hasn’t looked back. 
 
The professionalism and the way you go about making everything seamless is unquestionably 
second to none.  
 
The executive homes you organised for our group were extraordinary despite the slight 
reservation we had about the 5 minute commute each day. We loved these houses. Huge 
rooms, large open spaces and a great pool! The bottles of Grange as welcome gifts were also 
very much appreciated though they evaporated quickly. 
 
Your BBQs and post golf parties were again a hit. The people we met and the warm and friendly 
atmosphere that is created at your Host House and on the ‘back deck’ is something you should 
be proud of. Serving up Penfolds 407 and 389 with a very well catered meal isn’t bad either!  
 
Once again Augusta National Golf Club delivered a wonderful tournament. To see the first 
double eagle at the 2nd, have a couple of hole in ones at the 16th (one from Adam Scott!) and 
then that amazing playoff finish with a shot by Bubba that will never be matched was a final day 
to remember that’s for sure.  
 
We definitely subscribe to the theory of buying multiple chairs for the final day, arriving at first 
dawn and then positioning the chairs around the course.  Our favourite spots are right hand side 
of 3rd green, amen corner, greenside on 16 and the right hand side of 18 green.  Every time we 
go to the Masters the experience surpasses the previous time, largely due to the experience and 
knowledge passed on by yourself, Terry and your loyal team 
 
Thanks for all the effort. I will certainly be back and am telling all my colleagues to go with Elite 
Sporting Tours when they travel to Augusta. 
 
All the best 
 

 
 
Mike Symons 
Chairman 


